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 ACROSS 

 1  How many of tesla's patents did Marconi violate? 
 4  invented the ____, but did receive credit for 

 inventing it until after his death in a Supreme  
 Court decision 

 8  Died at the age of _____ (2 words) in his hotel 
 word 

 11  Landed in New York with ___ cents in his pockets 
 12  Had the most valuable  ______ of all time worth 

 trillons of dollars 
 18  Took the first ___ pictures, or what he called 

 shadow pictures 
 20  Had always wanted to visit _____  as a child 
 21  Born in 
 22  Died in the year nineteen ___ (2 words) 
 24  Hated the famous light bulb inventor 
 27  Invented the ______  named after him(2 words) 
 29  War of the Currents was between Tesla and ____ 
 31  Did not attend his own award ceremony to receive 

 the prestigious _____ award 
 32  Was offered _____ dollars to help Edison develop 

 Edison's DC machines, who later didn't give him  
 the money (2 words) 

 37  Supposedly  had _______ memory 
 39  Mother's name 
 40  In his later years he became a ______ from a 

 meat eater 

 DOWN 

 2  What did Edison invent to fight AC power? (2 
 words) 

 3  Dreamed of his ______ death 
 5  Thought he received a message from ____ in 

 Colorado Springs 
 6  Developed the first ____ light 
 7  Attended ______  University (2 words) 
 9  Chicago world fair in 1893 was the first to be 

 powered with _____ 
 10  Invented the first ____ controlled boats and 

 vehicles 
 13  His death ray concept was featured in a _____ 

 cartoon 

 14  Built a lab in the remote state of _____ 
 15  Month he died 
 16  Received a letter of admiration from ____, the 

 famous scientist, on Tesla's 75th birthday 
 17  Helped injured ____ from his hotel room 
 19  Mrs _____ was in love with Tesla 
 23  ______ was the winner of the War of Currents 
 25  Befriended the famous scientist who discovered 

 radiant energy 
 26  Was a _____ all of life (single) 
 28  Created the ___ of columbus to fight off Edison's 

 allegations of AC power being dangerous 
 30  _____ magazine put him on the cover on his 75th 

 birthday 
 33  "____ is the key to all radio and tv transmissions" 
 34  Became close friends with this famous writer 
 35  First AC power from water at _______ 
 36  Believed that women would be the dominate sex 

 in the future 
 38  Invented ____ energy 


